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ALINA NET CHAIR

The family of seating Alina represents a perfect
solution for waiting and conference rooms. Chromed
or epoxy painted metal frame available also on
castors. Seat and back can be padded. A mesh option
for the back completes the range.
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Arms No

Leadtime 12 weeks +

Linking Yes

Material Plastic

Stacking Yes

Price 200 – 500

The family of seating Alina represents a perfect solution for waiting and conference rooms. Chromed or epoxy painted
metal frame available also on castors. Seat and back can be padded. A mesh option for the back completes the range.

 

BRAND

Diemmebi
Diemmebi started out life as a company manufacturing metal structures for furniture, but over the years, built up its
expertise until it began designing its own chairs, tables and furnishing accessories for community, urban and household
settings. The hallmark features of the products now are their clean lines, practicality, comfort and high safety
standards.Diemmebi produces practical furniture elements that go hand in hand with evolving approaches to collective
and domestic spaces. The design team works with leading professional designers who guarantee high standards of
innovation and design. Diemmebi researches and produces products with innovative content and timeless designs. for
the quality, shape and functionality of the products are the cornerstones of Diemmebi’s design. Each project and
subsequent industrialisation are based on “sustainable products” within our production and industrial supply chain,
working with numerous suppliers of Made in Italy. This quality and constant commitment are demonstrated by the
international awards that the company has received, such as the Red Dot Design Award, The Good Design Award, the
NeoCon Gold Award, the Interzum Award and the ADI Design Index....
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